APPENDIX O: FORMAT CHANGES


New fields

033 Other System Persistent Record Identifier
-31 Authorized Access Point – Title (Work)
-32 Authorized Access Point – Title (Expression) (Provisional)
-41 Authorized Access Point – Name/Title (Work)
-42 Authorized Access Point – Name/Title (Expression)
333 Users/Intended Audience Note
5-1 Related Access Point (Responsibility for the Work)
5-2 Related Access Point (Responsibility for the Expression)
60-, 61-, 63-, 64- Subject Access Point

New character positions/values

$5 Relationship control, character position 4
   Mandatory in 5-0 fields

Additional subfields to fields

$4 Relator code
   Additional subfield to fields 500, 510, 520, 240

Additional values

$5 Relationship control, character position 3
   Add: x = not applicable

Updated definition/scope

$2 System code

   Subfield Definition
   This subfield also identifies the system or thesaurus from which the subject access point in fields 60- and 61- is derived, the classification scheme used in field 686, and the format used for the machine-readable record, which is specified in fields 801 and 886. See Appendix H in UNIMARC Manual: Bibliographic Format for codes.

$3 Authority Record Number

   Notes on Subfield Contents
   Subfield $3 should precede any subfield that represents an entity with an authority record identifier.

-30, -40 fields

   Field Definition
This field is intended for records that do not comply with the FRBR model. If compliance with the FRBR structure and entities is desired, use fields -31 and -41 (FRBR entity ‘work’) or -32 and -42 (FRBR entity ‘expression’) instead.

500, 510, 520 Related Access Point

Field Definition
Occurrence

Updated paragraphs

Standards (p. 15)


Change in name and function of a block, and subfield

6-- Subject Analysis and Entity History Block